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IS705-1596 : 
Insertion after object IS705-1399:  

6.4.4 PRNs 33 through 63 

Section Number : 
6.4.5 

WAS : 
N/A 

Redlines : 
<INSERTED OBJECT> 

IS : 
User Protocol for Signal Availability and Health Information 
 

 

IS705-1597 : 
Insertion below object IS705-1596 

Section Number : 
6.4.5.0-1 

WAS : 
N/A 

Redlines : 
<INSERTED OBJECT> 

IS : 
See paragraph 6.4.6 of IS-GPS-200 

 

IS705-1599 : 
Insertion after object IS705-1597 

Section Number : 
6.4.5.1 

WAS : 
N/A 

Redlines : 
<INSERTED OBJECT> 

IS : 
Alarm Indications 
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 IS705-1600 : 
Insertion below object IS705-1599 

Section Number : 
6.4.5.1.1 

WAS : 
N/A 

Redlines : 
<INSERTED OBJECT> 

IS : 
Common Alarm Indications 

 

 IS705-1601 : 
Insertion below object IS705-1600 

Section Number : 
6.4.5.1.1.0-1 

WAS : 
N/A 

Redlines : 
<INSERTED OBJECT> 

IS : 
See paragraph 6.4.6.2.1 of IS-GPS-200. 

 

IS705-1602 : 
Insertion after object IS705-1600 

Section Number : 
6.4.5.1.2 

WAS : 
N/A 

Redlines : 
<INSERTED OBJECT> 

IS : 
Specific Alarm Indications 
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IS705-1603 : 
Insertion below object IS705-1602 

Section Number : 
6.4.5.1.2.0-1 

WAS : 
N/A 

Redlines : 
<INSERTED OBJECT> 

IS: 
The following alarm indications are specific to the code signals listed below.   
 
I5-Code Signal 
(a) The failure of the CRC on 5 successive CNAV messages (30 seconds) (see paragraph 20.3.5). 
(b) The broadcast toe is not current (i.e. not within the current curve-fit) or does not match the broadcast toc 
(excluding normal data set cutovers, see paragraphs 20.3.3.1.1 and 20.3.4.4). 
(c) The broadcast top is not consistent across the Message Types 10, 11 and Type 30’s messages which comprise the 
current (i.e. not within the current curve-fit) CEI data set (excluding normal data set cutovers, see paragraph 20.3.4.4). 
(d) The transmitted bits (bits 39-276) in Message Types 10, 11 and Type 30’s are all set to 0's or all set to 1's. 
(e) The 8-bit preamble does not equal 100010112, decimal 139, or hexadecimal 8B (see paragraph 20.3.3).   
 
Notes: 

1. A SIS alarm indication exists when the satellite is not trackable because it is not transmitting the standard PRN code 
modulation on the L-band carrier signal. These SIS alarm indications are specifically called out above because of their 
relatively high probability of occurrence. 

2. The SIS alarm indications related to the CNAV message data are considered “weak” indications since receivers do 
not necessarily continuously read each satellite’s CNAV message data either by design or by circumstance (e.g., 
radio-frequency interference [RFI] can prevent reading CNAV message data). These weak SIS alarm indications 
are assumed to have a five- minute lag time before receivers take notice of them for alerting purposes. 

3. The SIS alarm indications related to the CNAV message data are indicative of a problem onboard the satellite. GPS 
receivers may perceive similar indications caused by local effects that are unrelated to the broadcast SIS. 

4. In addition to SIS alarm indications, other conditions may also cause GPS signals to become temporarily 
untrackable, such as ionospheric signal fades, local signal masking, or local interference. 
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IS705-1604 : 
Insertion after object IS705-1602 

Section Number : 
6.4.5.2 

WAS : 
N/A 

Redlines : 
<INSERTED OBJECT> 

IS : 
“Marginal” Indications. 

 

IS705-1605 : 
Insertion below object IS705-1602 

Section Number : 
6.4.5.2.0-1 

WAS : 
N/A 

Redlines : 
<INSERTED OBJECT> 

IS: 
The health of the I5-code and Q5-code signals is marginal when the signals would otherwise have been defined as healthy 
except that one or more of the following three warning conditions is or are present: 

1. Default CNAV data (i.e., Message Type 0) is being transmitted on the I5-code signal in lieu of 
Message Types 10, 11 and/or Type 30’s (e.g., a current and consistent CEI data set is not available 
within the maximum broadcast interval defined in paragraph 20.3.4.1).  See paragraph 20.3.3. 

2. The URA alert flag is raised (i.e., bit 38 of each CNAV message is set to 1) and therefore the I5-code signal URA 
components do not apply to the I5-code and Q5-code signals. This means the I5-code and Q5-code signal URA 
may be worse than indicated by the URA index components transmitted in Message Type 10 and Type 30’s. See 
paragraph 20.3.3. 

3. Either or both the URAED index in Message Type 10 and the URANED0 index in Message Type 30’s transmitted in 
the I5-code signal are equal to 15 or -16 ("N"=15 or "N"=-16). See paragraphs 20.3.3.1.1.4 and 20.3.3.2.4. 
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IS705-224 : 
 

Section Number : 
20.3.3.1.1.2.0-1 

WAS : 
The three, one-bit, health indication in bits 52 through 54 of message type 10 refers to the L1, L2, and L5 signals of the 
transmitting SV.  The health of each signal is indicated by, 

 
 0 = Signal OK, 
 1 = Signal bad or unavailable. 

Redlines : 
The three, one-bit, health indication in bits 52 through 54 of message type 10 refers to the L1, L2, and L5 signalscarrier 
of the transmitting SV. These health indication bits only apply to codes and data as defined in IS-GPS-200, IS-GPS-705, 
and IS-GPS-800. The health of each signalcarrier is indicated by, 
 0 = SignalSome or all codes and data on this carrier are OK, 
 1 = SignalAll codes and data on this carrier are bad or unavailable. 
IS : 
The three, one-bit, health indication in bits 52 through 54 of message type 10 refers to the L1, L2, and L5 carrier of the 
transmitting SV. These health indication bits only apply to codes and data as defined in IS-GPS-200, IS-GPS-705, and IS-
GPS-800. The health of each carrier is indicated by, 
 0 = Some or all codes and data on this carrier are OK, 
 1 = All codes and data on this carrier are bad or unavailable. 
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IS705-225 : 
 

Section Number : 
20.3.3.1.1.2.0-2 

WAS : 
The predicted health data will be updated at the time of upload when a new CEI data set has been built by the CS.  The 
transmitted health data may not correspond to the actual health of the transmitting SV. 

Redlines : 
The health indication shall be given relative to the capabilities of each SV as designated by the configuration code in the 
LNAV message (see paragraph 20.3.3.5.1.4 of IS-GPS-200). Accordingly, the health bit for any SV which does not have a 
certain capability will be indicated as “healthy” if the lack of this capability is inherent in its design or if it has been 
configured into a mode which is normal from a user standpoint and does not require that capability; however, the 
Operating Command may choose to set the health bit “unhealthy” for an SV without a certain capability. Single-
frequency L5 users or users who have not received or choose not to use configuration code should assume that every 
signal is available on every SV. The predicted health data will be updated at the time of upload when a new CEI data set 
has been built by the CS. Therefore, Thethe transmitted health data may not correspond to the actual health of the 
transmitting SV. For more information about user protocol for interpreting health indications see paragraph 6.4.5. 

IS : 
The health indication shall be given relative to the capabilities of each SV as designated by the configuration code in the 
LNAV message (see paragraph 20.3.3.5.1.4 of IS-GPS-200). Accordingly, the health bit for any SV which does not have a 
certain capability will be indicated as “healthy” if the lack of this capability is inherent in its design or if it has been 
configured into a mode which is normal from a user standpoint and does not require that capability; however, the 
Operating Command may choose to set the health bit “unhealthy” for an SV without a certain capability. Single-
frequency L5 users or users who have not received or choose not to use configuration code should assume that every 
signal is available on every SV. The predicted health data will be updated at the time of upload when a new CEI data set 
has been built by the CS. Therefore, the transmitted health data may not correspond to the actual health of the 
transmitting SV. For more information about user protocol for interpreting health indications see paragraph 6.4.5. 
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IS705-299 : 
 

Section Number : 
20.3.3.4.4.0-1 

WAS : 
The three, one-bit, health indication in bits 155, 156 and 157 of message type 37 and bits 29, 30 and 31 of each packet 
of reduced almanac refers to the L1, L2, and L5 signals of the SV whose PRN number is specified in the message or in the 
packet.  For each health indicator, a “0” signifies that all signals on the associated frequency are okay and “1” signifies 
that some or all signals on the associated frequency are bad.  The predicted health data will be updated at the time of 
upload when a new midi almanac or reduced almanac has been built by the CS. The transmitted health data may not 
correspond to the actual health of the transmitting SV or other SVs in the constellation. 

Redlines : 
The three, one-bit, health indication in bits 155, 156 and 157 of message type 37 and bits 29, 30 and 31 of each packet 
of reduced almanac refers to the L1, L2, and L5 signalscarrier of the SV whose PRN number is specified in the message or 
in the packet. These health indication bits only apply to codes and data as defined in IS-GPS-200, IS-GPS-705, and IS-GPS-
800. 

The Forhealth of each healthcarrier indicator,is aindicated “by: 

 0” signifies= that all sSomeignals or all codes onand thedata associatedon frequencythis carrier are okayOK, 

 1 = All codes and “1”data signifieson thatthis somecarrier are bad or allunavailable. 

The signalshealth onbit indication shall be given relative to the associatedcapabilities frequencyof areeach badSV as 
designated by the configuration code in the LNAV message (see paragraph 20.3.3.5.1.4 of IS-GPS-200). Accordingly, the 
health bit for any SV which does not have a certain capability will be indicated as “healthy” if the lack of this capability is 
inherent in its design or if it has been configured into a mode which is normal from a user standpoint and does not 
require that capability; however, the Operating Command may choose to set the health bit “unhealthy” for an SV 
without a certain capability. Single-frequency L5 users or users who have not received or choose not to use 
configuration code should assume that every signal is available on every SV. The predicted health data will be updated at 
the time of upload when a new midi almanac or reduced almanac has been built by the CS. TheTherefore, the 
transmitted health data may not correspond to the actual health of the transmitting SV or other SVs in the constellation. 
For more information about user protocol for interpreting health indications see paragraph 6.4.5.  
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IS : 
The three, one-bit, health indication in bits 155, 156 and 157 of message type 37 and bits 29, 30 and 31 of each packet 
of reduced almanac refers to the L1, L2, and L5 carrier of the SV whose PRN number is specified in the message or in the 
packet. These health indication bits only apply to codes and data as defined in IS-GPS-200, IS-GPS-705, and IS-GPS-800. 

The health of each carrier is indicated by: 

 0 = Some of all codes and data on this carrier are OK, 

 1 = All codes and data on this carrier are bad or unavailable. 

The health bit indication shall be given relative to the capabilities of each SV as designated by the configuration code in 
the LNAV message (see paragraph 20.3.3.5.1.4 of IS-GPS-200). Accordingly, the health bit for any SV which does not have 
a certain capability will be indicated as “healthy” if the lack of this capability is inherent in its design or if it has been 
configured into a mode which is normal from a user standpoint and does not require that capability; however, the 
Operating Command may choose to set the health bit “unhealthy” for an SV without a certain capability. Single-frequency 
L5 users or users who have not received or choose not to use configuration code should assume that every signal is 
available on every SV. The predicted health data will be updated at the time of upload when a new midi almanac or 
reduced almanac has been built by the CS. Therefore, the transmitted health data may not correspond to the actual health 
of the transmitting SV or other SVs in the constellation. For more information about user protocol for interpreting health 
indications see paragraph 6.4.5.  

 


